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Presentation Plan

• A bit about me
• The clinical specialty of Deaf mental health (care)

• Cultural and disability competencies
• The medical pathological vs cultural model of Deaf people
• Audism and hearing privilege
• Hearing biases:   why hearing people work with deaf people
• Institutional power and Deaf oppression/audism within programs
• Questions for hearing and Deaf people
• Common Deaf/hearing cross-cultural conflicts
• What do we do?



A plea for cross-cultural tolerance



Who are you and how did you get involved 
with Deaf people?

• My superficial answer
• Deeper answer to follow



“How did you learn sign language?”
“How did you get involved with Deaf people?”
• ASL was the hook that caught me
• This is a common “surface” reason for hearing people getting involved 

with D/deaf people



Captivated by beauty of sign languages



To learn ASL, I went to the “country” where it was 
used, Gallaudet College, in 1980.  Later I went to 
graduate school there.  My 3 years there were 
times I thought a lot about my identities.



The (U.S. Deaf)world I entered in 1980

• People were discovering ASL, Deaf Culture and the Deaf Community.  ASL found a new 
legitimacy.

• There was no university based mental health training program on working with Deaf 
people in the US

• Vocational Rehabilitation counselors, teachers and interpreters did informal counseling
• Counseling deaf people was a new topic, especially mental health counseling.
• Beginnings of thinking about qualifications of the professionals doing the work
• The medical-pathological model of deafness was dominant, but the cultural model was 

catching on
• The reaction to the first half century of the deficiency, medical-pathology model of deaf 

people had begun
• The cultural model of Deaf people had not yet been applied to mental health work with 

Deaf people



The William Stokoe Revolution, 1965

• Sign language gets a name
• ASL is a real language, 
following “linguistic principles”
• Deaf people have a community and culture
• This book caused a “paradigm change” in our 
understanding of deaf people   



The revolution in ASL understanding and 
teaching



Understanding Deaf/hearing differences begins 
with an appreciation of the cultural model of Deaf 
people.
• Paradigm changing
Book
• Medical-pathological
Vs. Cultural view of Deaf community





I worked as a counselor and later a psychologist 
with D/deaf people in many places
• Vocational rehabilitation counselor  1983-1986
• Mental health counselor

• Community mental health centers
• Private insurance counseling center
• Private practice 

• Westborough State Hospital Deaf inpatient unit
(17 years)

• Community settings (outreach and group homes)
• 6 years

• Deaf mental health respite program
• Hospital diversion and step down

• Psychiatric emergency services



Four career foci

1.  Application of the cultural model of Deaf people to mental health



First book: Applying cultural model of Deaf 
people to psychotherapy
• What if we took what we know about cross-cultural and “culturally 

affirmative” psychotherapy and applied this to Deaf people and 
culture?
• Personal and cultural self-awareness
• Knowledge of the community and culture
• Specialized skills

Knowledge 
of Deaf 

people and 
culture

Specialized skills

Personal 
and cultural 

self-
awareness



2. Cultural identity development in Deaf people
Deaf Identity Development Scale (DIDS): First theory and 

measurement tool for Deaf identity development



Model for this is Black (and White) racial
identity development of 1960’s and 1970’s
• For racial minorities:
• From a presumption of white-identified “negro” through “immersion” 

and militarism to a more balanced, less rigid, identity

• For white people:
From a lack of awareness about Black oppression and white 

privilege through encounter experiences and disintegration of naïve 
stance through a prolonged exposure about racism and re-
identification as an “ally”



Race and identity are at the heart of US 
cultural and political wars



Understanding racial identity crucial in 
psychotherapy



• Clinicians need to understand the thought worlds of our clients
• Identity is often a very important topic and issue
• We also need very high levels of self awareness including 

racial/sexual/cultural self awareness 

• The same guidelines apply in the Deaf-hearing context 



Identity development in deaf and hearing 
people

• Both Deaf and hearing people go through a process of identity change 
as they find or discover what it means to be “Deaf” or “Hearing”
• Stage of identity change has great relevance to effectiveness as a 

mental health worker.
• Ex: Stage of over-idealization of hearing people
• Ex:  Stage of over-idealization of Deaf people
• Ex:  Stage of anger (leads to extreme and 
uncompromising viewpoints; difficult in work contexts)
• Struggle to find a comfortable “bi-” or “multi-cultural identity”



Focus on “intersectionality” came later

• Sorting through identity is a near 
universal concern, especially 
among more educated people
• Where is the “safe place” for 

Deaf people to do this?  Who is 
safe to talk to about these 
identity issues?



We’ve all got “baggage” (no one is free of 
prejudice or injury)

• Most of us are “wounded” in some way.
• Most of us have complex and not always altruistic motivations.
• The psychological line between “helping” and “controlling” is thin.
• Claims to want to help are sometimes self-serving.



3.  Language deprivation and adaptations of CBT for deaf people with 
language and learning challenges 



• 4.  Defining the “Deaf mental health (care)” clinical specialty



Deaf mental health as a clinical specialty

Cultural 
competencies

Disability 
competencies

Deaf mental 
health clinical 
specialization



Disability competencies

Working with deaf people for whom hearing 
loss/deafness is experienced as disabling

Working with the disability of language 
deprivation



Cultural 
Competencies 
and Culturally 
Affirmative 
Work

• Who am I and what biases do I bring to this 
work?

• Serious reflections on audism,  hearing privilege, 
and identity

• Cross cultural conflict management skills

Individual and cultural self awareness

Knowledge of Deaf people

• Communication
• Clinical

• Adapting mental health practices

Specialized skills



Audism
“The notion that one is superior based on one’s 
ability to hear or behave in the manner of one 

who hears”, 
“A system of advantage based on hearing”

Tom Humphries

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIGnELWkfAI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIGnELWkfAI


Audism can come in many forms:

• Not signing in the presence of Deaf individuals when you know how to sign;
• Ignoring or not providing reasonable accommodations for Deaf or hard of hearing 

people;
• Inappropriate, negative, or lower expectations of success held by some educators, 

administrators, audiologists or speech therapists, interpreters, corporate/business 
employees, or others in professional positions toward Deaf or hard of hearing people;

• Viewing hearing people and hearing culture as superior to Deaf or hard of hearing 
people and Deaf culture;

• Not allowing Deaf people’s input or their rise to positions of authority;
• Parents of Deaf children who insist on forcing their child to conform only to the hearing 

culture at the expense of or instead of their unique sense of belonging to Deaf culture 
because the parent sees the child as limited by a non-verbal, non-hearing minority.

• From: http://deafchoice.com/faq/what-is-an-audist/

http://deafchoice.com/faq/what-is-an-audist/


Are we, and this conference, audist?

• The mental health establishment “treating” deaf people
• Who are “we”?
• Who benefits from our work?
• How does the Deaf community feel about what we are doing?
• How strong is the “voice” of Deaf people here, today, now, with us?



Privilege: systemic unfair advantages given to 
you because of social status

• When you have privilege, what do you do with it?
• Do you take advantage of it, or do you use it to empower others?





• White privilege. 
• Example: Very different expectations of what to expect when pulled over by 

police
• Whether it is acceptable to show anger (consider Trump vs Obama)

• Male privilege
• Examples: Bias that favors male candidates for political office or industry 

leadership
• Heterosexual privilege

• Example: Ability to be affectionate with a same sex partner in a public space 
without fear of violence



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P071B5sPCvg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P071B5sPCvg


Hearing privilege

• Unfair, unearned social advantages bestowed on hearing people in 
contrast with Deaf people
• For hearing people, the questions are…

• How does our hearing privilege show? 
• Do we see it  (or do we imagine that there is no social context for our lives)?
• How do we use it?

• For ourselves?
• To help, uplift, advance diverse D/deaf people



Hearing Privilege examples from Twitter
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/hearing-privilege_n_57ebd4c5e4b024a52d2bb142

• 1.Being able to hear the "loud and verbal commands" given by cops 
before they shoot
• 2. Being able to find and meet with mental health professionals who 

speak my language.
• 3. Faith accessibility. To be able to walk into your gurdwara, mosque, 

church, temple & fully understand & participate.
• 4. Being educated in your own language, alongside people you can 

actually understand.
• 5.  Never having my intelligence or work ability questioned based on 

my language modality.

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/hearing-privilege_n_57ebd4c5e4b024a52d2bb142


• 6. Not needing a stranger present while giving birth to your child so 
you can understand the doctor and nurses
• 7. Being trusted to sit at the exit row on a plane. You are 

automatically considered capable of being heroic.
• 8.  Doing a presentation and worrying about looking stupid because 

you weren't prepared, not because of a bad interpreter.
• 10. Being able to see your doctor when you need it most, not when 

an interpreter is available.
• 11. Being able to have a conversation with your family.



Hearing privilege common example

• In a hearing setting, deaf people are excluded from the vast majority 
of communication exchanges.
• When they complain, they are viewed as “radical” or “entitled” or 

trouble-makers who don’t appreciate what is being done for them.
• A hearing person has to sit through an interaction where deaf people 

sign without voice.
• He complains of discrimination against him.
• Hearing people have the privilege of being taken seriously, not 

discounted.
• If you are hearing, how do you use this privilege?



Hearing privilege.  Another example

• Your organization realizes it needs to provide better mental health 
services to deaf people
• They advertise a position
• Who gets hired or promoted?

• The hearing person who signs  (quality of skill isn’t really judged)
• The hearing person who is willing to learn sign
• The deaf applicant who signs well but will require some accommodations

• If you are hearing and involved in the process, what do you do?



Privilege is being able to decide whether or not to 
take the disadvantages others face seriously

• White people have the luxury to  not worry about racism, or to only see 
disadvantage directed at them and to call that racism.

• Men have the luxury to not worry about sexism.
• Heterosexuals have the luxury to  not worry about homophobia.

• Etc. It’s the same across all isms.   

• “Culturally affirmative” mental health care involves taking oppression and 
privilege seriously.  

• Practitioners are expected to genuinely grapple with these issues; and training 
programs should facilitate this





Reaction

• Cultural self awareness:  what do I need to think about regarding my 
own Deaf/hearing cultural identity?
• Is there safety to discuss audism and hearing privilege where I work?



What material and/or psychological benefit 
do I get from my work with deaf people?
• “Is there a psychology of the hearing?”

• Robert Hoffmeister and Michael Harvey



I get status as an “Expert on Deaf people”

• Often focused on alleged pathology associated with 
hearing loss or a “psychology of deafness.”
• Often discuss alleged pathology of deaf people
while ignoring context of oppression
• May also tout themselves as expert on Deaf Culture

• Psychiatrist story

• Professional development at the expense of Deaf
People.

• Hearing people can be considered experts very quickly.
• Many of us embrace that new role and status.
• Sometimes “a little knowledge is a dangerous thing.”



Am I a “medical expert” on fixing hearing loss 
or helping “hearing-impaired” people adjust
• Completely and unselfconsciously immersed in the medical-

pathological view
• Quick to discount concerns of the Deaf community as biased, 

simplistic or foolish
• Often participate actively 

in suppression of sign languages 
• Anyone who has gone through medical
school is very vulnerable to this posture
• Obvious conflicts with culturally Deaf viewpoint



I get selected, hired, promoted, touted for my 
work with deaf people
• Easier to hire the hearing person 



I get to see myself as “right with God”

• Concerned with “saving” Deaf people
• Psychological benefit to oneself of “helping the deaf”

• Story of naïve pastor at funeral of Deaf man
• Religious workers have sometimes been more respectful of minority 

languages than educators
• Story of inmate on death row finding

“calling” to serve the deaf.



I get to sort through my own identity issues 
vicariously
• My story
• Idealizing Deaf people, Deaf Culture and the Deaf Community
• A surprisingly large number of hearing people who work with Deaf 

people seem to want to be Deaf
• Speaking for Deaf people
• For hearing people, this is often an early stage of their involvement 

with deaf people



“Helping” is emotionally complicated

• Who is being helped?
• Am I getting status, money,
power, at your expense?
• Does helping mean imposing
my values or way of life?



Child of Deaf Parents (CODA) issues

• Knowledge based on personal experience, not formal study
• “Parentified child”; Early socialization into the helping role
• Seeing the victimization of one’s parents; Becoming a freedom fighter 

or “expert”
• Assumption that one knows more than one actually does, sometimes 

a reluctance to formal study of Deaf people
• Ex: the CODA who becomes a sign language teacher or interpreter but who 

knows little about grammar and linguistics
• Over-generalizing based on personal experience



Are you a “hearing ally?”



Other reasons or pathways for hearing 
people?



Questions for hearing people

• What brought you into this field?
• Deeper question:  what psychological, social or material needs of your 

own are met through this work?
• Are you working through your own identity issues?
• Do you have rescue or savior fantasies?
• Do you think you have a special “calling” to  help or “save” deaf people?
• Are you trying to fix anything in your own life? (Hint:  we almost all are.)



• Are you gaining professional advantage/status by touting your expertise on 
this minority population?

• More bluntly: Are you advancing at the expense of deaf people?
• How might your own psychological “baggage” get in the way of your work?

• Example:   Do you take over too quickly, depriving Deaf people of growth or 
advancement opportunities?; Do you need Deaf people to say you are wonderful?  How 
much is your own self-esteem tied up with your signing abilities?

• Do the deaf people you serve or work with consider you a genuine ally or are 
they suspicious of your motives?

• How open are you to critical feedback about your role with deaf people?



Questions for Deaf people

• What has your own identity/identities development been like and where 
are you now?
• How might experiences with hearing authority figures (parents, teachers, 

counselors, etc.) possibly be transference concerns for you now?
• Do you have general attitudes about Deaf and hearing people and might 

they influence your work?
• How do you handle anger about Deaf oppression?
• What do you see as skillful and effective responses to perceived oppression 

of D/deaf people?
• Who can help you?



Recognizing and handling cross-cultural 
dynamics and conflicts

• First and easier conversations are about differences in communication 
styles or behaviors
• Eye contact
• Head nodding
• Space
• Touch
• Bluntness 



• Some examples of cross-cultural conflicts
• Hearing female nurse with Deaf male mental health worker
• Emergency:  who do the hearing staff talk with?
• Sharing an office with a Deaf colleague
• Hearing, non-signing supervisor of a new Deaf therapist, doesn’t “get it”

• Deaf therapist asks supervisor with Deaf mental health expertise



Differences in power

• Hearing people almost always have more institutional power.  Deaf 
people struggle to be heard/seen and valued; even to find a “voice” 
for their concerns

• In many Deaf mental health programs, the Deaf staff are quietly (or not so 
quietly) unhappy; while the hearing leadership believe they’ve gone “above 
and beyond” to include Deaf people

• Audism against Deaf people in Deaf mental health programs is probably the 
norm; it is certainly common.  Often it is not a safe topic for Deaf people to 
discuss.



Differences in perspective and values

• Because deaf people are so routinely left out of conversations and the sharing of 
information, they develop an exquisite sensitivity to communication matters. When 
they are in a position to improve service delivery in programs, they almost always 
focus first on how to improve the communication environment for deaf people.

• Hearing people don’t usually “get” what it means to be excluded from information; 
and they typically focus on other matters, like professional preparation, credentials 
and clinical skills.

• Whom should we hire and promote?

• Hearing privilege is being able to assume communication access.  For deaf people, 
communication access is never assumed, always attended to and fought for.



Cross cultural conflict resolution

• These conflicts are not minor.   Deaf-hearing cross cultural conflicts 
have destroyed many important Deaf service programs
• Deaf mental heath means naming the “elephant in the room”



What can we do?  More attention to the 
attitudinal dimension of this work
• Creating safe places for the discussion.
• Serious efforts to manage power; having a “critical mass” of Deaf 

staff, including in leadership positions
• Hearing people taking audism and hearing privilege seriously.
• Everyone attending to their own identity development
• Mutual respectful dialogue and exploration of cultural differences
• Personal and cross-cultural empathy
• Development of conflict resolution skills in staff and patients



Building conflict resolution skills into one’s 
treatment program
• Skill building is the core of CBT; and certainly of a simplified, user 

friendly CBT
• Coping skills:  for dealing with one’s inner life
• Conflict resolution skills: for dealing with other people



The responsibility to develop Deaf professionals  
(one way to address the power imbalance)
• For hearing people who do this work, learning sign language is the 

first price of admission.
• The responsibility to develop and empower Deaf professionals is the 

second price of admission  
• As a “critical mass” of Deaf professionals and paraprofessionals 

appears, the power dynamics in a facility change.  In some cases, true 
dialogue appears for the first time.
• How can I do more to develop/advance/promote deaf people I know?



Humility: For hearing people

• Chances are, you don’t sign as well as you think you do.
• Chances are, you don’t appreciate the Deaf experience as well as you 

think you do.
• Chances are, your Deaf services are not as “culturally affirmative” or 

attuned as you think they are.
• Chances are, you have unexamined biases that are interfering with 

your work



Humility: for Deaf people

• Being Deaf is not enough qualification to do this work
• Being Deaf does not mean you are an expert signer
• Being Deaf does not mean you have more knowledge, wisdom or skill to do 

this work
• Chances are, you also have unexamined biases that are interfering with 

your work
• Professional training and credentials matter; work to get the right training
• It takes great skill to be a minority in a majority workplace.   Be careful!  

Seek out allies.   Learn to be strategic in your responses to insensitive or 
oppressive hearing people.



Discussion 


